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Temporary Atlas is an exhibition that presents an alternative, complementary idea to mapping as

conceived in a traditional sense. We know that there is a map and a map. There is a

societally-endorsed, scientifically applied cartography and an individually perceived one – after all,

not every aspect of our environment or our life has the same value. Each of us assesses, prioritises

and rates things in a different way, and this means that we can distinguish between

cartographers-explorers and cartographers-artists.

A map appears real precisely because it is immediate, legible and relevant to our eyes and senses.

But if one understands the link between reality and representation, as it exists within a work of art, it

is clear that what is perceived as immediate is actually the product of the relationship between

experience and means of representation. In a customary mode, the instantaneous interaction

between these two elements brings us to decode a chart or diagram – being that of space, time or

event – without much thinking of it. This phenomenon, though, understates the complexity and

enormity of the neural connections, the bodily and thinking processes that produce it, and the fact

that our beliefs, sensitivities and memories affect what we are able to read and make sense of.

The fourteen cartographers-artists of Temporary Atlas do not turn their gaze exclusively on the

outside, but rather activate their senses towards themselves, aiming to clarify their experiences,

perceptions, identities, emotions and physical and mental sensations. They adopt an approach to

orientation that is based on the traditional meaning of map as a representation of reality, but which

expands it, complicates it, and challenges it, – developing the concept of cartography along

unconventional paths – those of the subconscious, spirituality, thought, identity, feeling, and all the

idiosyncrasies that are present and intermingle in each of us.

Walking through the two floors of exhibition in Gallerie delle Prigioni, the visitor perceives with

greater clarity that however much an artistic work can engage reality head-on, and reality itself

(individual or collective) can be understood or imagined beyond representation, it is also true that

much depends precisely on the choice of which criteria are adopted to externalise this relationship,

and by what means.

The result of what we want to read in a representation (cartographic or artistic) ultimately depends

not on its fidelity to the object or subject represented but on what methods and rules we intend to

follow in this reading. Temporary Atlas is a visual, aural and spatial attempt to identify the fleeting

border between these two extremes: a transversal, intimate and perceptive reading of the individual

situation of the person who, in the midst of a global pandemic yet to be resolved, re-evaluates their

own priorities. In turn, the exhibition describes the emotional-political-aesthetic horizon of that

public – the visitors – who expect something from art in order to reflexively understand their daily

reality.
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